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Molecular Switching

Carbon nanotube transistor

Pulse-induced switching of Acetylbiphenyl on Si(100)

Multiscale modeling of CNT-FET

Graphene nanoribbons under strain
Our aim: Investigation of mechanical properties of graphene nanoribons in a real device
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Methods
Modeling system (GNR on Ni(111) surface)
 Ab initio total energy calculations
 Applied strain by shift of edge atoms
 Calculate the forces on the system

Semi-classical
model

Strain:
3-D electrostatics +
tight-binding (Elmer)

Atomistic modeling
of a contact (CP2K)
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hierarchy of the objects

 Wplanker and Camelhump
configurations are possible
switching candidates.
Outlook
 Other metastable configurations
should be invetigated.
 ESQC method to generate
simulated STM images.
 Understand switching mechnism and rates using NEB and
molecular dynamics.

Molecular Thermoelectrics
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Circuit

The main goal is to understand, what governs the
resistance of the CNT-metal contact, and then
extract parameters for the model of the next
hierarchy level

Kondo effect in molecular junctions

Inspired by the recent developments in
molecular
electronics,
which
is
involved in understanding charge
transport properties of molecular
systems, thermoelectric properties of
molecular systems are now in a focus
of nanoscience.

 Stick-slip effect due to friction force at interface  Mechanical failure for strain > 11%
 Breaking of GNR on metal interface
 GNR start to slide for strain > 4%
boundaries
 For larger contact area, sliding occurs at larger stress

Graphene nanoribbons: strain, defects
Large scale system

Thomas Lehmann

Modular approach

Inverse suppression of conductance Several vacancy types

From P. Reddy et al., Science 315, 1568 (2007).
S-bonded Mercaptans between Si-sheets

Jz = κ

∂T
∂z

Advantage
- Improved thermoelectric

From A. Zhao et al., Science 309, 1542 (2005).

Conductance spectrum

Oscillatory energy gap

efficiency
Problem
- Connection towards Si
Markus Seifert

- Transport properties
Solution
- MD different chain
Ref.:

length (structure)

Persistence of Vision Pty.Ltd. 2004, Persistence of
Vision Raytracer (Version 3.6.) [Computer software]
Retrieved from http://www.povray.org/download/

Oscillation preserved for small defect concentrations,
saturation occurs for high concentration

- Thermal conductivity
(EMD, NEMD)
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